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ABSTRACT 

The effects of nuclear explosions on a pier have been investigated to 
study the interaction phenomena between the blast loading, induced surface 
waves, the beach geometry, and the depth of coastal region for purpose of 
damage assessment and protective design of a coastal structure. 

For the theoretical analysis, the diffraction pattern predicted by 
Whitham's theory was used. The characteristic solution for shock diffrac- 
tion showed the shock front shapes, shock-shock shapes, and flow rays in 
the pier and beach geometry. A pier model was tested in a six foot dia- 
meter horizontal shock tube under four different test situations simulat- 
ing pier on a beach with water, pier on a dry beach in a Mach reflection 
region, pier in deep water, and a pier on a dry beach in a region of reg- 
ular reflection. The model was subjected to various shock overpressures 
in each of the four test situations. 

Transient pressure distribution on the pier was investigated and com- 
parison between the characteristic solution and the test results was made. 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of loads encountered by coastal structures, such as piers 
and docks, has in the past been concerned mainly with the action of waves 
on such structures. There are, however, other types of loads, which may 
be of concern in certain locations and their effects upon these structures 
need to be investigated. Among those are loads caused by air blasts and 
explosions. It is entirely conceivable that uplift forces on a pier deck 
caused by trapped air underneath <)r by blast induced water waves can cause 
heavy damage on those structures. 

This paper describes an experimental program which was undertaken in 
order to obtain a better understanding of the effects of air blast on a 
pier. An objective of the investigation was to compare the test results 
with those predicted by existing theories and to make recommendations 
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pertaining to the use of the experimental results for design and damage 
assessment. 

The experiments were conducted in a six foot diameter shock tube in 
which a metal pier model was mounted. The paper describes the experimental 
investigation and presents the test results. These results are compared 
with theoretical results obtained graphically by the method of character- 
istics based upon Whitham's theory of shock-shock diffraction. 

THEORY OF DIFFRACTION OF A STRONG SHOCK BY AN OBSTACLE 

When a strong shock wave impinges on an obstacle it is reflected. 
Since the reflected shock wave always travels through air which has been 
heated and compressed by the passage of the incident wave, it travels fas- 
ter than the incident shock wave and may eventually overtake the incident 
shock wave front. As a result, the two waves are fused together and form 
a simple front, the so-called "Mach stem" (or Mach shock) (Ref. 1). Such 
a reflection is therefore called the Mach reflection in contrast to the 
regular reflection where the two shocks do not merge. The gas swept up by 
the Mach stem will flow alongside gas which has passed through both the in- 
cident and reflected shocks. Thus a contact discontinuity should pass 
through the so-called "triple point" where the incident front, the reflected 
front and the Mach stem intersect. 

Whitham's Theory (Refs. 2 to 7) predicts the shape and location of the 
diffracted shock (Mach shock) at any time. The theory does not predict the 
shape or location of reflected shocks. As part of the description of the 
Mach shock the locus of successive positions of the Mach triple point can 
be found. Whitham calls this locus a "shock-shock," since it represents a 
Mach shock moving along the incident shock. The basic equations given by 
Whitham (Refs. 3, 8) for Mach diffractions are 

1. Relationship between the ray area A and the Mach number M 

A = k f (M) (1) 

where 
k is an arbitrary constant 
f(M) is given by 

f(M) = exp {-[ log ^i+ i log (M* - %±) + log ^ 

+ (£*•)* log (y + $fr)h) - i*±)h log (u- (^ ) 

+ (^fey)1* ^g ( (M2 + £•)* + (M2 - 0*) 
(2) 

+ t    1    ,)% tan"1  i    v      (4Y - (rD2)M2 - 4 (Y-l)  } > 
+ l2FFTF   tan     Hyh (Y-l) (M2+2/(Y-l)*(M2-(r-l)/2Y)*m 
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where 2 _ (Y-1)M2 + 2 ... 
"    " 2> -  (Y-l) <3> 

and y  is the ratio of specific heats for the gas. 

2. Relationship between the characteristic angle m and the Mach number M 

m = tan-1  [i*^] (4) 

where 912 11 
K(M) = 2  [(1  +^Y^-)   (2y + 1 +^)]_1 (5) 

-J} 

3. The integral u corresponding to the Prandtl-Meyer function in 
supersonic flow is given by 

,/HTO1^ (6) 

Therefore for two-dimensional Mach diffraction the characteristics of Whit- 
ham's diffraction equations  (Ref. 3) are given by 

e ± u = constant (7) 

along curves of slope 

$ = tan (e ± m) (8) 

4. The shock-shock jump conditions for oblique shock-shock are given by 

tan(x-eo) - / (^) (9) 
0  0 1 

and 

tan (e.-ej = K ' ^ <Ao <^ (10) 
AlMl+AoMo 

where the subscript 0 refers to the flow before, the subscript 1 to the 
flow behind the shock-shock, ex  is the angle between the ray direction and 
the x-axis (see Fig. 1), and x is the angle between the shock-shock and 
x-axis. 

Figs. 2a, b show the full characteristic field, the constructed shock 
front shapes, shock-shock shapes, and flow rays in the test section of the 
shock tube for a dry beach. Peak overpressures of 23.3 psi and of 70 psi 
were chosen for analysis. The procedure for constructing Fig. 2a is de- 
scribed briefly below. 

For the case of Fig. 2a the Mach number of the undisturbed shock is 
M0 = 1.65 and the corresponding characteristic angle and the Prandtl-Meyer 
integral, respectively, are mp = 20.295°, co0 = 2.249 rad. (Ref. 8). The 
characteristic corresponding to m0 = 20.295 deg. is labeled by 0 - 0. At 
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the convex corner 6i jumps from zero to negative 90° and the solution is a 
centered simple wave. Neglecting reflection of the characteristics from the 
shock-shock, the characteristics are straight lines along which all flow 
properties are constant. After 90° expansion the Prandtl-Meyer integral is 
given by 

ww = ud " ^ = 2-249 " 1-57 = °-679 radians 
where Eq. (7) is used. The Mach number and characteristic angle corres- 
ponding to this number are found to be 

M, = 1.059 w 

i, = 9.056° w 

where the subscript w signifies flow along the vertical wall. Between M0 = 
1.65 and Mw = 1.059, one may choose a series of different Mach numbers 
(eleven for the present example) and draw the characteristic fans as shown 
in Fig. 2. The flow field can be made as smooth as desired by increasing 
the number of characteristics running out from point 0. The inclination 
of each characteristic line with respect to the horizontal line is calcu- 
lated as follows. Consider the characteristic 0-1 corresponding to M - 1.6. 
One finds mi = 19.983°, a\  = 2.165 rad. The angle of inclination t>x  is then 

<j>1 = mx  + (tox -a )  x 57.4° = 15.163° 

and the angle of deflection of flow ray is 

(coQ -IOJ) x 57.4° = 4.82° 

This process is repeated for all Mach numbers. 

When a flow ray is deflected by the beach wall Mach reflection takes 
place. The angles of flow deflection at point 11 (M = 1.1) and 10 (M = 1.15) 
are greater than 70 and the shock-shock is found to be attached to the wall. 
At point 9 (M = 1.2) the flow deflection angle is 9j = 60° and the shock- 
shock angle is found to be x-Si ^ 0.2 and the shock-shock between points 
10 and 9 can be drawn. This process is repeated for constructing the entire 
shock-shock. When the Mach stem impinges on the pier a secondary shock-shock 
is formed  The Mach number for any location of the Mach stem can be easily 
obtained for a given angle of deflection and an incident Mach number. Over- 
pressure at a point is obtained from the pressure jump condition 

AR.!£..2l („,_!) (11) 
a   a   ' 

where p is the ambient pressure ahead of the shock front, p is pressure 
behind the shock front traveling at Mach number M based on the speed of 
sound ahead of the shock front, and y  is the ratio of specific heats of the 
gas. It is seen from Fig. 2 that due to the continuous deflection of the 
flow ray, the pressure on the lower side of the pier increases in the di- 
rection of flow. 

It is to be kept in mind that the above characteristic solution is 
based on the following assumptions: 
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1. The flow is two-dimensional. 
2. The incident shock front is plane. 
3. Pier legs and obstacles on the pier surfaces are neglected. 
4. Reflection of the characteristics from the shock-shock is neglected. 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

The model tests were conducted in a six foot horizontal shock tube at 
the E. H. Wang Civil Engineering Research Facility (WCERF) of the University 
of New Mexico and the U. S. Air Force Weapons Laboratory at Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. The tube is made of steel, 6 feet in diameter and 246 feet long with 
one end closed. It is made up of 21 sections varying in length from 5 to 
20 feet with heavy flanges at either end, which permit the various sections 
to be bolted together. The tube has a constant circular cross section for 
a distance of 144 feet downstream from the compression chamber door (closed 
end) at which point it changes to a partially circular cross section for the 
remaining length of the tube. The far end of the tube is left open. The 
blast wave in the shock tube is generated by the detonation of primacord 
which can produce overpressure ranging from 0 to 100 psi. The primacord 
consists of a flexible plastic tubing with a PETN (pentaery-thritoltetramt- 
rate, CgHg(N03).) core wrapped in a cotton cloth. 

The model pier deck was 36.0" long by 6" wide by 1.5" thick and was 
made up of two steel plates, 3/4" thick each. The deck was supported by six 
cylindrical steel legs, 1" 0D x 36" long. A steel plate (6'9" x 3'9" x 
7/16") was located underneath the pier model with a slope of 1 to 14.25 to 
simulate a beach in a coastal region. The beach could be removed leaving 
the underside of the pier 13-1/2" above a level bottom to simulate deep water 
conditions. The pier model was located in a specially designed closure de- 
vice on an adjustable base at a point approximately 180 feet from the blast. 
The closure device was rolled under the test section and raised into place 
to close the tube opening. 

Pressure measurements in the shock tube and on the pier model were made 
with piezoelectric type transducers. The piezoelectric transducer essentially 
converts a pressure variation into a corresponding electric charge variation. 
The relationship is linear over a limited pressure and temperature range. 
The tranducers used were of the "ST" gage series manufactured by the Susque- 
hanna Instrument Company. This gage series utilizes lead zirconate sensing 
elements. The model used was the ST-2 (1/2" diameter housing x 5/8" long) 
which is used primarily for pressure measurements of shock waves in air since 
it is capable of measuring fast-rise phenomena without ringing. This gage 
has a charge sensitivity of 20 picocoulombs per psi, a natural frequency of 
250 kc, and a rise time of the order of 5-10 y sec. A total of eleven ST-2 
gages were used. Four of those were placed in the test section in the vi- 
cinity of the pier model for measuring the free field pressure. The pier 
model was instrumented with seven pressure gages with three facing upward 
and four facing downward. In addition to the above gages, one strain gage 
type transducer, the Schaevitz-Bytrex Model No. HFG-2000, was used in the free 
field. 
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Each day before starting tests every transducer was calibrated individ- 
ually for output, pulse response characteristics, and linearity according to 
the procedure described in Ref. 9. A check on the pressure measurements was 
obtained by measuring the velocity of the shock wave as it passed through 
the test section. The shock velocity, U, is easily found since the distances 
between the gages are known. The shock overpressure is evaluated by using 
the one-dimensional relationship between pressure and Mach number 

M = P - P  = tu (M2_D 
P       p  a     Y+l K ' a     a 

where p is the ambient pressure, y  is the ratio of specific heats for air, 
and M is the Mach number. The pressure-time variations measured by the 
various gages during the tests were recorded on magnetic tape as well as 
photographed from oscilloscope screens. The data recording equipment in 
use at the WCERF is described in Ref 9. 

The pier model was tested in the following four situations: 

(a) Pier located above a beach with a slope of 1 to 14.25 and with 
clearance of 1" between the underside of the shore end of the 
pier deck and still water level. This situation was intended to 
represent a pier in shallow water on a sloping beach (Fig. 3a). 

(b) Pier located as in (a) but without water. This situation re- 
presents a pier on a dry beach in a Mach-reflection region (Fig.3b). 

(c) The beach was removed so that the underside of the pier was lo- 
cated 13-1/2" above a level bottom and 1" above the still water 
surface. This situation represents a pier or platform in deep 
water (Fig. 3c). 

(d) Pier located above beach with 1 to 14.25 slope without water and 
with clearance of 1" between the underside of the shore end of 
the pier deck and the beach as shown in Fig. 3d. This situation 
was intended to represent a pier on a dry beach in a regular re- 
flection region. 

In each of the four different situations, the pier model was subjected 
to five different shock overpressures. The five different overpressures 
and other shock characteristics were intended to be as follows: 

Peak Duration of Shock 
Test Overpressure      Positive Pulse Velocity 
No. psi msec fps 

1 5 70 1400 

2 10 85 1500 

3 20 100 1700 
4 40 120 2100 
5 70 135 2700 

Three test runs were made at each pressure level. A total of 3 x 4 x 5 = 60 
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test runs were therefore performed. 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The test results were obtained both in the form of magnetic tape re- 
cordings and photographic pressure-time diagrams. The photographic records 
were used to obtain the peak overpressure, impulse strength, and pulse dur- 
ation at each gage location. In order to obtain a better basis for compar- 
ison between the various test situations these values have been normalized 
to the corresponding free field overpressure. In most instances the means 
are obtained from two out of the three runs, using the two in closest agree- 
ment. In a few cases the three runs gave almost identical values and were 
therefore all used to obtain the means. In one case (situation 2, 5 psi) 
only one run was used, since it was the only one close to the desired pres- 
sure level. 

The reason for normalizing the peak overpressures may need some clar- 
ification. Each of the four test situations is tested at five different 
incident pressure levels. For obvious reasons, however, the intended pres- 
sure level is never obtained exactly. For example, the mean free field 
overpressure levels for the 20 psi overpressure runs were as follows: 

Test situation no.   1     2     3     4 

Mean free field 
overpressure, psi   21.1   19.3   20.4   20.5 

It is clear that a meaningful comparison between the different test situ- 
ations is not obtained directly from the pressure readings. While the 
pressure at any point on the pier is not likely to be a linear function of 
the free field pressure it seems reasonable to assume that in a narrow re- 
gion of free field pressure the variation can be approximated by a straight 
line. On this basis all pressure readings have been normalized to the 
corresponding free field pressure and the result treated as the normalized 
pressure for the corresponding nominal pressure level. 

A peculiarity is observed in the records from the lowest pressure tests, 
i.e., where the shock overpressure was less than 5 psi. The records show a 
double peaked pressure-time relationship at all channels. These two peaks 
are present in the intended 5 psi tests for test situations 1,3, and 4, 
where the peak overpressure is around 3 psi. The very first run of test 
situation 2, where the shock overpressure is of the order of 2 psi, also 
shows double pressure peak at all channels. In subsequent runs of test 
situation 2 when the overpressure is 6-7 psi and higher, the second peak is 
no longer present. This is also the case for all other test situations until 
the highest pressure levels of 40-70 psi are reached. At those pressures 
multiple peaks are observed for test situations 1 and 3 (i.e., with water) 
at some of the gages located on the pier, whereas all the free field gages 
show a single peak. The double peak phenomenon at low pressure levels is 
probably caused by the reflected shock wave from the closed compression 
chamber end. The reflected shock, moving through air heated and compressed 
by the direct wave, travels faster than the direct wave and will eventually 
overtake it. At very low pressures the difference between the two wave 
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speeds is small so that the reflected wave has not yet caught up with the 
direct wave as it reaches the test section, resulting in the double-peaked 
pressure-time record. 

As noted above, the multiple pressure peaks at the highest pressure 
levels are observed only in test situations 1 and 3, i.e., where water is 
present. The first peak observed is most likely caused by the shock wave 
whereas subsequent peaks are seemingly due to water splashing on the pier 
model. These effects, however, could not be observed, since the test sect- 
ion of the shock tube was completely closed. It would be desirable in 
future tests to use high speed photography to find out what happens in the 
test section. 

The values of normalized net peak pressures on the pier for 40 psi 
normal overpressure are shown graphically on Fig. 4. This is found as the 
difference between top and bottom pressures, assuming linear variation be- 
tween gages. These represent essentially the peak loading on the pier model 
caused by the blast. The shock wave travels at a speed ranging from 1300 
to 2800 fps which means that its travel time over the length of the pier 
model ranges from 2.3 to 1.1 milliseconds. The pulse duration on the pier 
is found to vary between 40-120 milliseconds. Thus the travel time of the 
wave over the length of the pier model is at most approximately 5%  of the 
pulse duration indicating that no appreciable reduction in pressure has 
taken place at the front end of the pier when the wave arrives at the back 
end. The effect of water splashing on the pier which was discussed above 
is not included in Fig. 4. Since the relative wave arrival time at the 
various gages was not recorded, there is no way to assess the net pressure 
on the pier caused by the water impact. It should be kept in mind, however, 
that this effect could conceivably result in much higher uplift pressures 
than observed during the passage of the shock wave front. 

The general trend for all test situations seems to be that the rela- 
tive net uplift pressure increases very rapidly as the free field pressure 
is increased, especially at the front end of the pier. However, it is rather 
difficult to determine any definite trends for the different test situations. 
A better view is offered in Figs. 5-8 where the normalized pier pressures 
at each gage have been plotted against the free field pressure. Figs. 5-8, 
showing the peak pressure at the gages located on the top of the pier, re- 
veal a similar behavior of each gage for all four test situations indicating 
that these peak pressures are not appreciably affected by the configuration 
in front of and underneath the pier, with the possible exception of situation 
#2 (Fig. 6a). This is really not surprising since these are pressures at the 
shock wave front and any effects of the bottom configuration are not likely 
to be felt until somewhat later. Fig. 6a shows the effects of the Mach re- 
flection (Fig. 2), resulting in lower peak pressures on the pier top. 

Figs. 5b - 8b, showing the peak pressures at the gages located on the 
underside of the pier, indicate a marked difference between the various test 
situations. Fig. 6b, showing the situation for a pier on a dry beach, in- 
dicates a very sharp relative pressure rise as the free field shock pressure 
increases, especially at the front end of the pier. The presence of water 
tends to reduce this pressure appreciably as Fig. 5b shows. Fig. 7b shows 
the results for a pier in deep water. When compared with Fig. 5b (pier on a 
beach with water) the difference between the two is negligible at low 
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LOCATION OF GAGE NUMBER 
12 

8 12 16 20 24 28 
DISTANCE   FROM FRONT END OF PIER - INCHES 

FIGURE 4 DISTRIBUTION OF NORMALIZED PEAK UPLIFT 

PRESSURE - 40 PSI NOMINAL OVERPRESSURE 
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pressure levels, but high shock pressures seem to result in appreciably higher 
loads on the deep water pier, possibly due to water wave impact. Fig. 8b 
shows the pressure on a pier in a regular reflection region. Here the load- 
ing on the front end of the pier is considerably lower at high shock loads 
than that experienced in the Mach reflection region (Fig. 6b). Otherwise the two 
regions do not give appreciably different results. 

The theory discussed in a previous section of the paper has been applied 
to obtain graphically the solution for test situation No. 2 (pier on a dry 
beach), at free field overpressures of approximately 20 psi and 70 psi. 
These solutions are shown in Fig. 2a, b. For comparison the results are 
plotted in Fig. 9a, b, together with experimentally obtained values under 
similar conditions. 

Fig. 9a, showing conditions of 20 psi, shows that the graphical solu- 
tion results in maximum uplift pressure higher than maximum measured pres- 
sure. The distribution of uplift pressure over the length of the pier is 
quite different for the two cases. The experimental results show that the 
net uplift pressure decreases in the direction of the shock flow in contrast 
to the results predicted by the characteristic solution. Fig. 9b, which re- 
presents conditions at 70 psi, shows the same general features, although 
the very high uplift pressure measured at the front end of the pier exceeds 
the maximum uplift pressure obtained by the characteristic solution. These 
discrepancies between predicted and observed results indicate that the 
theoretical model should be modified to represent more closely actual con- 
ditions on the pier. Schlieren photographs would be of great value here 
and this technique should definitely be included in future test of this 
type. Until such results are available, the following factors can be listed 
as possible causes of discrepancy: 

a. Since the pier model has a very low aspect ratio and a complicated 
geometry, the flow is three-dimensional. Thus the two-dimensional 
characteristic solution may not be appropriate to predict the 
actual flow properties. 

b. All transducers except Nos. 6 and 10 are located in a region of 
shock expansion created by the supporting structure of the pier 
model which consists of cylindrical legs underneath and hexagonal 
units on top. The presence of these, which is not taken into account 
in the theoretical solution, definitely affects the flow field. 
It can be shown that their effect is to decrease the downstream 
pressure as observed in contrast with the theoretical results pre- 
dicting increasing pressure when the cylindrical obstructions are 
neglected. 

c. The shock front generated in the shock tube may not be plane as 
assumed. 

Overpressure peaks on the pier caused by splashing water have been dis- 
cussed in a previous section. It is possible that the water impact on the 
underside of the pier can result in much higher net uplift pressures than 
are caused by the passing shock wave. However, since relative wave arrival 
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times at each gage were not measured, the severity of the water impact effect 
cannot be evaluated. Future tests of this type should, therefore, be pro- 
vided with equipment to measure these relative arrival times at each gage. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The findings of the study reported here may be summarized as follows: 

1. Air shock loading on a pier on a dry sloping beach results in more 
severe uplift pressure than is experienced for the same configura- 
tion in the presence of water (test situation No. 1 vs. No. 2). 

2. Air shock loading on a pier in water appears to be more severe in 
deep water than in shallow water (test situation No. 1 vs. No. 3). 
This is possibly due to water wave impact. 

3. Air shock loading on a pier on a dry beach appears to be mo 
severe when the pier is wholly located in the Mach reflectiun 
ion than it is when the pier is partly in the regular reflection 
region (test situation No. 2 vs. No. 4). 

more 
on reg- 

4. It can be concluded from 1-3 above that test situation No. 2 - pier 
on a dry beach in a region of Mach reflection - will result in the 
most severe uplift pressures on the pier deck caused by the pass- 
ing air blast wave. 

5. Water waves caused by the air blast which splash against the under- 
side of the pier may result in uplift pressures more severe than 
those caused by the air shock. Further tests are required to assess 
this effect. 

6. Graphical solution for a pier in a region of Mach reflections 
(test situation No. 2), based on Whitham's diffraction theory, 
results in conservative estimates of the net uplift pressure at 
low incident pressures, but appears to underestimate this effect 
at high pressures. Further studies are required to make the 
theoretical model more realistic as well as to extend the tech- 
nique, so that it may be applied to a pier in a region of regular 
reflection. 
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